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Neurons that synthesize GnRH control the reproductive axis and migrate over long distances and through different environments during development. Prior studies provided strong clues for the types of molecules encountered and movements expected along the migratory route. However, our studies provide the first real-time views of the behavior of GnRH neurons in the context of an in vitro preparation that maintains conditions comparable to those in vivo. The live views provide direct evidence of the changing behavior of GnRH neurons in their different environments, showing that GnRH neurons move with greater frequency and with more changes in direction after they enter the brain. Perturbations of guiding fibers distal to moving GnRH neurons in the nasal compartment influence movement without detectable changes in the fibers in the immediate vicinity of moving GnRH neurons. This suggests that the use of fibers by GnRH neurons for guidance may entail selective signaling in addition to mechanical guidance. These studies establish a model to evaluate the influences of specific molecules that are important for their migration. (Endocrinology 146: 463–468, 2005)

The neurons that synthesize and release GnRH form the final common pathway for the central regulation of fertility. These neurons navigate an unusual developmental path, migrating from their place of birth in the nasal compartment to their final destinations scattered in the basal forebrain. GnRH neurons originate anteriorly in the nasal compartment in or around the presumptive vomeronasal organ and then associate with the vomeronasal nerve (VNN) to travel across the nasal septum and over the cribriform plate (reviewed in Refs. 1–3). As the VNN defasciculates once in the brain, GnRH neurons maintain their association with a subpopulation of fibers of the VNN that take a caudal and ventral turn into the basal forebrain (4). Toward the end of their migratory route, GnRH neurons dissociate from their guiding fibers to find their final destinations (5). This migratory route thus has the following three distinct domains: within the nasal compartment, crossing the cribiform plate, and within the anterior forebrain. All of these domains have distinct molecular and cellular profiles. Therefore, the manner and the method with which GnRH neurons traverse this diversely constituted pathway is critical for understanding the development of neurons essential for reproduction. Furthermore, there may be key aspects in common with other migrating neurons that travel long tangential distances through varied milieux (e.g. ganglionic eminence to cortex) (6).

In the past, we and others have ascertained information about the timing of GnRH migration (7–10) and effects of different molecules (5, 11, 12) on GnRH development, but conclusions were based on techniques that depend on differences between a starting point in one animal and an end point in another animal. Recently, we have taken advantage of transgenic mice that contain green fluorescent protein driven by the GnRH promoter (13) to create organotypic slices that allow us to follow live GnRH neurons along their migratory route. This technique has given us the opportunity to collect information on the distinctive behaviors displayed by GnRH neurons as they move through different compartments toward their final destinations.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals and collection of organotypic slices**

Homozygous breeding pairs of GnRH-GFP transgenic mice were maintained at the Shriver Center on a 14-h light, 10-h dark cycle and provided food and water 
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incubation in a 36°C incubator at 5% CO2. After incubation, the slices were again washed with 10 ml of the previously mentioned media and plated in the center of 25-mm round vitrogen-coated coverslips followed by a 1-h incubation period. The slices were covered with a sterile filtered Vitrogen overlay [1 ml Vitrogen-100 (Cohesion Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA), 125 ml of 10× phenol red free MEM (Cellgro, Herndon, VA), 23 ml penicillin/streptomycin, and 33 ml 1× NaHCO3] and incubated for 1.5 h until the overlay solidified, at which point 1 ml of media [serum-free Neurobasal medium with B27 supplement (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)] and supplemented with 134 U/ml penicillin, 0.13 mg/ml streptomycin, 1.34 mM glutamine, and 0.5% glucose) was pipette into the dish. Slices were maintained in Neurobasal media until use for video microscopy (at least 18 h post plating and up to 3 d). For one additional experiment, slices from E14 embryos were treated as outlined earlier for a 2-h collection of baseline video data (seven cells from two slices across two litters), and then bicuculline was added (target concentration of 20 μM after addition every 30 min), and data collection was continued for an additional 2-h period.

**Video microscopy**

For video microscopy (15), coverslips containing slices were washed three times with warm (36°C) sterile filtered Krebs containing 11 mM glucose and 25 mM NaHCO3 and placed into the video viewing apparatus with fresh Krebs buffer constantly circulating over the slice and the temperature of the bath maintained at 35–37°C. GnRH neurons were visualized using a fluorescein isothiocyanate filter set on a Nikon TE2000 microscope (Nikon USA, Melville, NY) using a 20× plan Apo phase objective (0.75 numerical aperture), and images were digitized using a Dage RC300 camera (Dage-MTI, Michigan City, IN). Every cell was checked for specific GFP fluorescence by examining each field using a tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate filter. Any cell fluorescing in both channels (indicating nonspecific autofluorescence) was not analyzed. An IPLab Spectrum (Scanalytics, Inc., Fairfax, VA) imaging script was created to take a z-series of three images at 5-μm intervals through the tissue, at 5-min periods over the duration of the recording period (2–6 h). After video recording fluorescent data from any one slice, a series of bright-field images was taken of the tissue at several magnifications to demarcate the location of the viewed cells within their correct compartment.

**Video analysis**

Each z-series was flattened into a single frame by selecting the brightest pixel value from the stack for each x-y coordinate. These frames then comprised a video sequence for motion analysis. Video sequences were adjusted for slice movement by matching nondrifting background objects (nonspecific autofluorescent surface objects) that appeared in each frame. Cells demonstrating specific GFP fluorescence were analyzed for absolute distance and net distance traveled, average speed and maximum speed, percentage of migratory time, and the linearity of movement. Absolute distance was calculated as the sum of distances traveled from frame to frame. Net distance was calculated as the distance between a cell’s starting position (location in first frame) and ending position (location in last frame observed). Speed was calculated by dividing the duration of time that a cell was visible in a video sequence by the absolute distance traveled by that cell. Maximum speed was calculated by dividing the greatest distance one cell traveled between two consecutive frames by the time interval between those frames (5 min). The percentage of migratory time of each cell was defined as the ratio of movement frames to idle frames, where a movement frame was defined as a frame in which a cell traveled a distance greater than or equal to 1 μm from the previous frame. There were no notable differences in the characteristic of cell motion within specific compartments viewed on d 1, 2, or 3 after plating. Therefore, the data presented is summarized by compartment and not by day after plating.

**Immunocytochemistry**

All slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min after video recording. They were then stored in 0.1 M phosphate buffer until used for immunocytochemistry. Slices were carefully removed from their respective coverslips and were placed in fresh Petri dishes. The slices were then washed three times in 0.05 M PBS (pH 7.4), treated with 0.5% sodium borohydride for 2 h, and then washed twice for 5 min each before incubating in blocking reagent [5% normal goat serum (NGS), 0.3% Triton X-100, 1.0% H2O2 in PBS]. All slices went through two 1-h blocking steps before a six-night incubation in primary antisemur, either GFP (1:10,000; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) or the GnRH antibody LR-1 (1:10,000; generously provided by Dr. Robert Benoit, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada), in 5% NGS and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. Prior health of GnRH neurons was indicated by immunocytochemical results showing fusiform morphology and extended processes as opposed to rounded cells. After washing slices in 1% NGS and 0.02% Triton X-100 in PBS, the slices were incubated overnight in biotynylated secondary antibody. The following morning, slices were washed four times at room temperature (RT) in 0.02% Triton X-100 in PBS and then incubated at RT in Vectastain ABC reagent for 3 h (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). After further washes in PBS, slices were incubated for 15 min in 0.025% 3,3’ diaminobenzidine in PBS, and then 10 μl of H2O2 was added (final, 0.02% H2O2), and the reaction was allowed to run for 20 min at RT to produce a brown reaction product. Washing in PBS terminated the reaction. To assess the integrity of slices for which video sequences were recorded, we used peripherin immunocytochemistry (16). This allowed us to view whether or not vonomeronal fibers were intact. These slices were incubated with the primary antisemur for peripherin (1/3000; Chemicon, Temecula, CA) at 4°C for three additional nights. The slices were then washed four times in 0.02% Triton X-100 in PBS and incubated overnight in Cy3-conjugated goat antirabbit secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). Fluorescent slices were washed several times and then mounted between two coverslips using Advantage Aqueous Permanent Mounting Media (Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corporation, Westbury, NY).

**Results**

GFP-containing live GnRH neurons in vitro maintain the same shape as those after fixation and immunocytochemical detection of GnRH

GnRH neurons were identified based on GFP fluorescence in the nasal compartment, cribriform plate region, and anterior forebrain of slices taken from E13 mouse heads and maintained in vitro for up to 3 d (Fig. 1, A–C). Fluorescent cells had the same fusiform morphology in vitro as immunoreactive cells examined after perfusion fixation in vivo (Fig. 1D). This was true whether the tissue was reacted for GFP (Fig. 1D) or GnRH (data not shown). Localization of immunoreactive peripherin showed that the VNN was intact across the cribriform plate in a majority of head slices (Fig. 1, E and F). In the cases where peripherin immunocytochemistry indicated fiber disruption at the cribriform plate, movement data were summarized separately (see below, e.g. Fig. 4). The ability to detect fluorescence in live GnRH neurons in vitro from embryonic slices was notably less than the sensitivity of post hoc immunocytochemistry for either GnRH or GFP. This was partially due to physical limitations of optical resolution through a 250-μm-thick slice and partially due to the enhanced sensitivity inherent in the amplification process in immunocytochemistry.

**The rate of GnRH neuron movement depends on location along the migratory route**

GnRH neurons in the brain moved faster than GnRH neurons in the nasal compartment. The average rate of motion for GnRH neurons in the nasal compartment was 12.7 ± 1.5 μm/h, and in the cribriform plate, it was 11.7 ± 1.8 μm/h, whereas the average rate of motion of GnRH neurons in the
The brain was approximately twice as fast at 23.8 ± 3.45 µm/h (Fig. 2A; \(F(2,51) = 7.35; P < 0.05\)). To view sample videos, see supplemental movies, published on The Endocrine Society’s Journals Online web site at http://endo.endojournals.org. This difference in apparent rate of motion was due to a difference in the number of instances in which there was frame-to-frame movement. Another analysis was performed using 12 µm/h as a cutoff to determine incidence of movement (as 12 µm represents the size of a typical GnRH neuron and motion defined as greater than 1-cell diameter). This additional analysis demonstrated that there was a significant difference (\(F(2,51) = 13.65; P < 0.0001\)) in the percentage of frames in which cells moved in the nasal compartment (33 ± 0.03%) and the cribriform plate (32.6 ± 0.04%) vs. the forebrain (61 ± 0.07%) (Fig. 2B). If the motionless frames are omitted, then the average rate of motion for GnRH neurons across frames when they were moving was similar from across all compartments (approximately 30 µm/h). The maximum speeds (distance over a 5-min period) also did not differ by compartment and were approximately 75 µm/h.

The course of GnRH neuron movement depends on location along the migratory route

GnRH neurons were more likely to travel a straight-line path in the nasal compartment than in the forebrain. Examination of schematic diagrams of the motion of representative GnRH neurons over time (Fig. 3A) shows notably more turning behavior in neurons tracked in the forebrain. To quantify this behavior for any given movement, the angle (in degrees) was calculated between the cell position in one frame and the cell position in the previous frame. If there was a 90° or more difference between this angle and the angle of the previous frame-to-frame movement, then the point arbitrarily counted as a direction change point. The direction change percentage was calculated as the ratio of direction change points to total movement points. The average direction change percentage for neurons in the brain (44 ± 0.05%) was significantly greater than that in the nasal compartment (26 ± 0.05%) (Fig. 3B; \(F(2,51) = 3.82; P < 0.05\), Tukey-Kramer post hoc comparison, \(P < 0.05\)), demonstrating a quantitative increase in the turning behavior of GnRH neurons in the brain.

The course of GnRH neuron movements in the nasal compartment depends on fiber extension at the cribriform plate

GnRH neuron movements in the nasal compartment were usually straightforward (Fig. 3A). However, when the slice plating process disrupted VNN fibers, there were notable effects on GnRH neuron movement. Rather than move in their normal approximation of a straight line, GnRH neurons on or adjacent to disrupted fibers meandered more. In particular, the total distance moved was no longer similar to the net distance moved (nasal compartment with intact fibers, absolute distance/net distance = 1.93 ± 0.2; nasal compartment with disrupted fibers, absolute distance/net distance = 3.21 ± 0.68; \(t_{30} = 2.42; P < 0.05\), Fig. 4). Other than the cut ends at the cribriform plate region, peripherin immunocytochemistry revealed no discernible differences in the VNN fibers at the point where GnRH neurons were behaving differently.

GnRH neuron movements in the brain compartment were altered by antagonism of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)A receptor function using bicuculline

As noted earlier, GnRH neuron movements in the brain compartment from slices started at E13 were more frequent...
and included more turns than movements in the nasal compartment (Fig. 3A). In an initial experiment to evaluate the potential influence of GABA on GnRH neuronal migration, we examined movements of GnRH neurons in the brain compartment from slices started on E14 when a greater percentage of GnRH neurons are already in the brain compartment. After a 2-h baseline and after the addition of bicuculine, there was a significant increase in the percentage of frames with movement (\(F(1,6) = 7.10; P < 0.05\); Fig. 5A) and a significant decrease in the percentage of frames with turns (\(F(1,6) = 7.14; P < 0.05\); Fig. 5B).

**Discussion**

The characterization of the migratory route and movement of GnRH neurons from their place of birth in the nasal compartment to their final destination in the preoptic area and anterior hypothalamus has been inferred previously by immunohistochemical comparisons from one stage of development to another (7–10), with 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) labeling (17), and olfactory ablations (18–20). Here for the first time, we provide direct insight into the manner by which these crucial neurons travel over their long and unique route. By taking advantage of a line of mice in which living GnRH neurons are detectable by GnRH promoter-specific expression of GFP (13), GnRH neurons were observed directly in a slice preparation that recapitulates relatively normal migration across all the compartments found in vivo (14). The results show GnRH neuron migratory behavior viewed in real-time changes as they leave the nasal compartment to enter the forebrain.

Early in their developmental journey, GnRH neurons in the nasal compartment move intermittently (33% of 5-min time-sampling periods), attaining relatively low average rates of movement (12–13 \(\mu m/h\)). Their movements follow exactly along the trajectory of VNN fibers by which they are guided (4, 5, 16, 21). As they enter the brain, they increase their frequency of movement (61% of 5-min time-sampling periods). There is a significant increase in turning behavior that likely partially reflects the defasciculation of the VNN as it turns caudally (4, 22, 23) and partially reflects the release of GnRH neurons from caudal VNN fibers (5) to find their final destinations.
In addition to GnRH neurons, cortical interneurons have also been shown to traverse a long tangential migratory route through a changing molecular milieu that starts in the ganglionic eminence and extends to the layers of the cerebral cortex (6, 24–26). There may be significant and interesting similarities in aspects of GnRH neuron and cortical interneuron migration. For one, cortical interneurons synthesize GABA (27), similar to some migrating GnRH neurons (28). GABA may influence both tangential cortical interneuron migration (29) and GnRH neuron migration (5, 30). Cortical interneurons may follow axonal guides for the major portion of their journey and change modes as they come close to their target regions in the cerebral cortex (6, 25). GnRH neurons follow a portion of the VNN that uniquely turns caudally after entering the CNS (4) and then may change their mode of migration after releasing from those fibers (5). This change in mode of migration was evident in the current experiment by the increased turning behavior and frequency of movement of GnRH neurons in the brain vs. the nasal compartment and cribriform plate compartments. Thus the migration of neurons that traverse great distances may share important characteristics, and the study of GnRH neurons may serve as a model for long distance tangential migration within the CNS.

Alterations of the GnRH neuronal migratory pathway, specifically the VNN, impact GnRH neuronal migration in several ways. First, changing the trajectory of the VNN changes the migration of GnRH neurons \textit{in vitro} (3) and \textit{in vivo} (22, 23). Particular molecular characteristics of olfactory fibers are absolutely necessary for migration in the nasal compartment (31). These findings are consistent with a human case of Kallmann syndrome in which olfactory fiber disorientation in the nasal compartment was associated with failure of GnRH neurons to enter the brain (32). In explant cultures of olfactory placode, GnRH neurons continue to migrate along presumptive VNN fibers (33), likely all containing peripherin (34). Similarly, in slice cultures, GnRH neurons migrate along peripherin-containing fibers (see Ref. 5 and the current study) derived from the VNN, as they do \textit{in vivo} (16). The current study contained an illuminating and important perturbation experiment. When VNN fibers were disrupted at the cribriform plate, the behavior of GnRH neurons in the nasal compartment was altered significantly, and this alteration was seen distal to the actual site of disruption. This occurred despite any evidence of changes in the VNN fibers themselves at locations distal to the disruption at the cribriform plate region. This suggests that the use of VNN fibers by GnRH neurons for guidance may entail selective signaling in addition to mechanical guidance.

We have began experiments to examine the influence of different chemical factors on GnRH neuron movements using the slice video paradigm. Our initial experiment was designed to follow up previous studies of the influence of GABA on GnRH neuron migration (5, 30). In the current experiment, the GABA$_A$ receptor inhibitor bicuculline caused an increase in the percentage of frames in which GnRH neurons were moving and a decrease in the percentage of frames across which they were turning. Previous work has suggested that activation of the GABA$_A$ receptor causes a decrease in GnRH neuron movement (5, 30). Therefore, the complementary current result directly supports the earlier data and extends this work to suggest specific physical mechanisms by which GnRH neuron movements are affected. Previous work also has suggested that bicuculline treatment, in particular, may drive GnRH neurons apart from guiding fibers (5). The finding of a change in turning behavior in the current experiment may be indicative of such a change in neuron/fiber interactions. Many other secreted factors may
influence GnRH neuron migration including other neurotransmitters (e.g. serotonin or norepinephrine) (35), neuropeptides (e.g. cholecystokinin) (36), growth factors (37, 38), classical chemoattractants (e.g. netrin-1) (22, 23), or chemorepellents (39). It will be important to test the influence of such factors directly on the behavior of GnRH neurons.

In summary, GnRH neurons, which are essential for reproduction in all vertebrates, migrate over long distances and different environments. Prior studies have provided strong clues for the types of molecules and motions that one might expect along the migratory route. However, the current study provides the first actual view of the behavior of GnRH neurons in the context of an in vitro preparation that provides for movements comparable to those in vivo (5, 14). The live view provides direct indications of the changing behavior of GnRH neurons in their different environments and establishes a model to evaluate the influences of specific molecules that may be important for their migration.
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